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The Things that Define Us

What is Roomers?
Almost all contributors to Roomers are residents or former residents of rooming houses,
private hotels, public housing or supported residential services in the City of Port Phillip,
which includes St Kilda, East St Kilda, South and Port Melbourne, Elwood, Albert Park and
Middle Park. Roomers is distributed free to residents of rooming houses, private hotels,
public housing and supported accommodation across the City of Port Phillip.
It is also distributed to local cafes, community centres, libraries, laundromats,
galleries, book stores and various places where people congregate.

From the Editor

The Roomers project recruits writers, visual artists, filmmakers, photographers, journalists,
cartoonists and more to work with contributors as mentor and/or guest artist.
If you would like to become a contributor or mentor/guest artist or a friend of Roomers,
please contact Simone Jamieson on 9531 1954 or write to PO Box 57 Elwood 3184
or send an email to Maryanne Lynch at: roomers@esnlc.com.au
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Design
Sweet Creative

Roomers is a community arts
project run by the Elwood St Kilda
Neighbourhood Learning Centre.

Artworks
Paul Harper
2021
Roomers is a program of and published
under the auspices of the Elwood/St Kilda
Neighbourhood Learning Centre (ESNLC).
The articles and artwork presented in this
magazine do not necessarily represent the
views of the auspicing organisation.

Most of the back copies of Roomers
are available on our website:
roomers.org.au
We have a new blog coming out in September
called mustbetuesday.wordpress.com.
Stay tuned for the launch!

Dedicated to

rose angel fuller

Portrait by: Tilda Lynch

We’re turning away from the pandemic (as much as we should
and can) and towards some of the other things that define us
down here in the seaside borough of the City of Port Phillip.
Sea, sky, suburb.
Blood, sweat, tears.
The rubbing of shoulders of the rich and the poor.
The so-called marginalised and those with more money than
sense.
Fish and chips, marauding seagulls, alleyways and parks, beats
and prams, backpackers, tourists from other ‘burbs, flash cash
and a spot of flashing, botanical gardens, beggars, trams, bikes
and buses, the Nagare tree, and so much more.
And the Country of the Boonwurrung People. To whom we pay
our respects.
In this issue we are reflecting on where we live and how we
experience it, and including some reflections on the same
theme by Year 11 students from Elwood Secondary College.

Frame by: Paul Harper

Elwood St Kilda Neighbourhood Learning Centre and Elwood
Secondary College have teamed up for a project about the
same. You can read more about this at https://www.portphillip.
vic.gov.au/about-the-council/news-and-media/we-live-here-seasky-suburb in the CoPP’s Divercity magazine.
While Winter pushes us into hibernation, the pieces in this
latest issue reflect on the many and varied ways living in such
a distinct part of Melbourne shape us. And how other places
and other moments in life do too.
Please enjoy our musings!
Maryanne
(Editor, St Kilda resident and proud matriarch of a menagerie
of creatures including two humans)
Note: This issue features the artwork of long-time Roomers
member Paul Harper, who is a fierce poet and a fine mind.
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A Meditation
on Skies
Simon Andrewartha

I am seated in the atrium of my house in Clunes. The day is
cloudy, but not ‘overcast’, a word I have taught Basil, ICUtrained nurse, hailing from the state of Kerala, southern India,
who works here as my carer after a stroke (moderate, left,
occipital) ‘popped in’ last year… That was a surprise!
But there is no time for feeling sorry for oneself; especially
when in the atrium, taking coffee, and taking in the morning
scene.
The sun has just broken through the cloud cover. A skerrick or
two of blue sky becomes a sea of blue, acquiring more solidity
than the cloud ‘landmasses’; their jagged edges illumined by
the sun, like white beaches. Certain cloud formations suggest
the coast of countries and continents on my old illuminated
globe, kept since childhood. ‘Scandinavia’, ‘Great Britain’,
‘Europe’ and ‘Turkey’, set off the’ Baltic’, the ‘Atlantic’ and the
‘Mediterranean’, floating above me.
The recent storm that brought down trees, knocked out power
to homes, and flooded roads across the state, did no harm
here. The land is open around my place. Visitors from the city
comment on the silence, and the space. From my invernadero,
as the atrium is called by Argentine friends, I have a pretty clear
view across Oriental Street and the property opposite, to
Crown land, known locally as ‘the Common’.
Silence, or at least quiet; a lack of noise, and space, go together
out here. There is room for the cockatoos and all manner of bird
life, to frolic, and a big sky over all.

Another element that inhabits this largely empty space is the
wind. It is windy; enough to warrant my new neighbours in the
Tiny house mounting a wind turbine atop the shipping container
that accompanies the slightly larger box-shape of their dwelling.
Jo and Aaron have, very considerately, parked themselves to
one side of their block, so the cluster of structures and vehicles
is almost out of view. Nice, considerate young folk: Aaron cut
the grass on my two acres soon after arriving, while I was in
‘rehab’, at the QE, the Queen Elizabeth Centre, in Ballarat.
When asked what brought me to Ballarat, answering was
unusually simple: an ambulance! The Ballarat Base Hospital was
there to catch me, and thereafter I was cradled in the arms of
the QE. Its predictable routines providing a handy scaffolding
over which to drape my collapsed life, like a sheet that has
come off the clothesline in a strong wind. This structured
‘lifestyle’ lasted five months, plenty of time to contemplate
Ballarat and other skies I have seen, as I have ‘blown’ around
the globe.
From the heavy, lid-like, velvety covering of the firmament over
Trincomalee, northeast Sri Lanka, and one-time headquarters of
rebel organisation and CIA-listed terrorist org the Tamil Tigers, in
my mind’s eye I recalled how I then travelled to the pretty, pale
blue sky over Buenos Aires, both capital and province of
Argentina -- laden with artfully designed puffy white cumulus
clouds, adding ‘merino sheep’ to the pampas, home of cattle
country, and proud source of ‘the best beef in the world’. These
picture-perfect heavens had an undeniably naive quality to
them, as if they were pages on a giant child’s illustrated

storybook. These skies gave me the welcome illusion that I had
stumbled into a gentler, softer reality on the other side of the
world, after experiencing the war zones of Sri Lanka and East
Timor, and the hard, unfeeling state known as life in a fully
functional, first-world city, Melbourne, where ‘business as
usual’ was the familiar, albeit deadening, dimension in which
the bulk of us here “live and move and have our being”, to
misquote St Paul (I think).
You could say that I did not just “stumble” under the lyrical
canopy of Buenos Aires, the ‘City of Good Aires” — named so
positively and poetically, by its Spanish founders — I came
running — a former refugee worker, seeking refuge in all the
wrong places.
In between, I had made excursions to Sweden, and Norway,
home of many of my humanitarian-minded co-workers. Any
Scandinavian country would have been a good place to settle,
but the skies were either too forbidding, or too painfully
beautiful to make comfortable living for a Southerner, and a
depressive. In those days I carried a ‘dark night of the soul’
within, as if it were de rigeur, and did not need the permanent
darkness of the Viking winter, or the eery lightness of their
summer to enhance feelings that were already extreme, or
completely lacking.
The sky over Blekinge, southern Sweden, contains such subtle
hues that it attracts artists of all shades, especially painters and
photographers, and probably writers, to its rolling grasslands,
forests and, of course, lakes. A light so delicate and fine that it

could easily work upon the sensitive soul to produce rapture,
or madness. Next door, in Norway, wedged between the
mountains and the sea, Edvard Munch produced The Scream.
It is now Winter, 2021, and I finally feel myself to be ‘at home’.
“Home, home on the range, where the deer and the antelope
play” goes the song; and in Clunes, first goldrush town in
Victoria, a “discouraging word” is truly seldom heard. The
good-naturedness of ‘Clunatics’, as they self-identify, is
doubtless supported by the sky which frames them. Untouched
by lockdowns and human-generated strife, Nature creates order
in a sensible and gracious way, starting from the top down. The
skies here give at once a sense of both space and containment.
Not the ‘slow cooker’ of Sri Lankan skies, nor the fanciful
decoration over Argentina, the Victorian heavens create the
feeling of living in a generously-proportioned and solidly-built
old apartment. We are cosy, but have room to breathe — so
necessary in this era of increasingly authoritarian measures
from government. Our skies give a credible impression of
sanity. ‘The sky’s the limit”, they say; and here, the Victorian sky
has a solidity to it that provides the sense of a reassuring limit,
one that is far enough off to allow us to ‘play’ and live our lives
as if the world was not rapidly coming to an end. The sky is not
falling on Chicken Little’s head — at least, not yet.
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False Refuge

Whelping the Bitch

K.A. Newman

Tanya Page

In the stillness comes brutal honesty
A voice from the black void
Answering back with the truth
Which had always been there

April 30th, 2021

With the chaos of my mind
The truth had been elusive
A voice from the universe
That fear is the mind killer
The agonising fear of the truth
Paralysing, denial of what is
A vast entanglement of my mind
Twisted tales of lies and self-deceit
I don’t trust my thoughts ever
When truth changes and morphs
I’m in denial and I don’t trust me
My thoughts they lie in false refuge

The Best Greyhound
On the blower, Casey Radio:
“It’s a comeback, the famous Mick the Miller, has returned
to our gentle hills, this coming season. On the paddock,
he has surpassed Westmead Hawk as the Winner for this
year’s Derby. Training on the field, masters will showcase
new pups. This Sunday, a fine lunch will be served. Whelped
for 1 year, they are ready for training. A fine country fair and
gathering.”
To Maryanne,
I wrote this piece based on the essay we read about
language and the use of profanity in writing and censorship
in today’s editorial world.
I thought about the piece, The “Bitch in the Knackeryard”.
I wrote about living in the country and the breeding of a
neighbour’s whippets for greyhound racing in Ireland.

Untitled
Emma Gell
Where were you
the first time you heard ‘Smells Like Teen Spirit’ by
Nirvana?
I was on the train with Belinda and Kristina. I had one
headphone. They were cooler than me.
Crunching leaves underfoot as I walked down the road,
wearing my maroon jacket. A friend is afraid of birds and
we cross the road.
Kurt Cobain’s death rattled everyone and for the first time I
understood the deaths of Jim Morrison and Jimi Hendrix in
a new way – could imagine hearing about them on the radio.

I live in a semi-rural area here in Melbourne and I read our
local paper every week.
There was an article about whelping and the racing industry.
This is a new language for me.
Tanya
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Lost In Translation
Four Pelicans Circling, it is said,
is a green lake
at the foot of a greener mountain.
Through a process lost in mist
beyond the television relay tower,
foot springs directly
from the character for idleness
& connotes profound serenity & quietness ,
its pictographic elements rendering
a moon (see note to p.18)
shining through an open gate,
or in its alternate form,
a tree standing alone
within the gates to a courtyard.
Paul Harper

November/December 2016, Paul Harper
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A Short History of my…
…life
I was born and I almost knew why.
That thought was fleeting and very soon
little made sense.

I’m in Year 11. I like the beach and its
activities such as surfing and swimming.
I’m half-Swedish and half-Chinese, my
mum is Swedish and my dad is Chinese.
I also like mountain biking and can
understand Swedish.
Axel (ESC)

And then—nothing at all.
So I chased each and every chimera that
seemed to hold a clue.
They led me on a merry, then not so
merry, and then diabolical dance.
I sit,

trying to rest,
and maybe—with luck—
		to regroup.
Sooz (Roomers)
I was induced and delivered with forceps.
I can still kick and scream through life,
dragged before I'm ready into the future.
Emma (Roomers)
Butter is yellow.
Milk is white.
I am playing with the teapots and jugs
and cute little china kittens.

It all started with my parents getting a
divorce midway through primary school;
things were running smoothly. I ended up
graduating primary school and going to
one of the many schools in Elwood and
having the ocean just at the end of the
street. High School was running
smoothly and then bang we are in
lockdown due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Spending days joining online classes and
not leaving my bed.
Eliza (ESC)
I grew up in Elwood; I’ve lived here my
whole life. My sister was born when I
was two and my brother when I was five.
I had a dog named Jesse and a cat
named Sasha who I loved very much
especially as a young girl with no siblings.
My grandparents used to own a farm on
the Victorian and New South Wales
border and I loved going there as a child
and being around the animals and being a
part of the farm life.

I enjoy lying to my mother and blaming
the breakages on my little brother.

Holly (ESC)

I get away with it for 40 years.

…street/suburb

Maryanne (Roomers)
I don’t do stories.
Paul (Roomers)
I was born in 2005. I lived in a house in
St Kilda, then moved next door.
Before I was born there was a couple who
lived next door to my parents who were
expecting a baby around the same time as
my parents were expecting me, as a child
my only memories of my street are
playing with the other kid. When I was
about 5-8, every night drag queens would
be outside our house after being at the
pub near my house. Soon the pub was
demolished and they stopped coming.
Now the apartments across the road are
filled with elderly people and drug dealers
and there are often police on my street.
Lucas (ESC)

My street is short. Out my window I see
two Staffies walk by every day. They
must be old. They roll down the hill to the
park with their owner, then, half an hour
later, they struggle back up.
Emma (Roomers)
My street floods a lot. One year it
flooded so everyone was riding
surfboards down the street. There is a
crazy lady on the corner who has lived
there we think all her life; she is
constantly gardening; she never stops. At
the end of my street there is a footy oval
where Ormond Football Club originated.
Eliza (ESC)

St James Parade. My old street.
Renee lived two doors up from me.
There was a Jewish school in front of my
house that made it hell to get out of the
driveway in the morning. There was a
train line going along the street behind
the houses. The street would often
organise parties for Christmas. There
was a hoarder 3 doors up from me.
Axel (ESC)
Whenever I rode to the Spirit of
Tasmania, I went straight down from my
house to Elwood Beach and rode over
the bridge that goes over the outlet
between the canal and the sea while
looking at the little silver fish below.
There’s a fish carving at the top of a
tree near my old house.
Axel (ESC)
My street always has lots of people
decorating their houses on Halloween. It’s
a fairly long street so there’s lots to see
when you walk down it. There’s always so
many kids walking down it super early on
Halloween and we always have people
knocking on our door as early as 4 o’clock.
All you can hear on Halloween is people
talking the whole night. My house is
heritage-listed; it’s over 100 years old and
my old neighbour was crazy.
Holly (ESC)
My street is next to a big school that
makes a lot of noise; my dad does not
like it. Axel used to live in my street but
then moved. My neighbour has a house
covered in leaves which is really pretty.
Renee (ESC)
A Small Hoopla
Yellow taxi
dawn
a cacophony of voices
a small hoopla
not a festival, not a party
a night amongst friends
a noise complaint
friendly cops
a fine — oh well
passed out, safe.
A good crowd,
before fallings out and unfriending,
gossip, politics and controversy
Emma (Roomers)

Since I’ve spent so much of my life in
Elwood I can remember doing the canal
run ever week or so with my primary
school and in early high-school. I didn’t
care for it much so I would always stop to
read the short stories written on the tiles
by the side of the water. in year 6 my
teacher used to take us out to the canal to
do work. but lily and I would always get
distracted and go look at the sun dial. it
was normally cloudy but we didn’t mind
too much. most of my friends live in
Elwood or around here so I’ve always
been able to walk or ride my bike to see
them once I gained some autonomy past
the age of 10. then of course theres the
golf course we visit with our horse of
friends and just cause general legal chaos
which is always entertaining. even thought
the sidewalks are bumpy as hell and it
normally stinks, and I still somehow
manage to get lost, I can’t help but think
of Elwood as my home turf of sorts.

started at elwood primary it was hot and
sunny and i couldn’t cope with the heat
due to not being used to it. but as i’ve
gotten older and acclimatised it’s become
normal and now i don’t think could
survive a winter back in england without
suffering. elwood is where i got my first
taste of independence by cycling to the
library with sam after school and on the
holidays. i got to know the streets and
back alleys by getting lost and trying to
get to friends houses. when i started
high school i got even more
independence by going to the sewers
and hanging out with friends

Sam (ESC)

I was born. Surrounded by so many
friends and family, I grew and learned
from everything. I’ve lived here my entire
life but had the privilege to travel many
places.

i’ve lived in the same house
my whole life. it would feel
wrong to live elsewhere. it’s
my happy place and
alongside my family i often
wouldn’t want to be
anywhere else. the
neighbourhood is quiet and
peaceful, with a constant
sense of familiarity. i’ve
experienced so many firsts
there, like riding a bike and
walking to shops alone with
friends. it has my favourite
op shop and supermarket,
and holds precious
memories from when i was
very young until now. i know
the streets like the back of
my hand and i will always
consider them my first true
home.
Maggie (ESC)
i moved to elwood in 2014 where my
family had our first house in australia. an
apartment on ormond road. i remember
being excited because it was really close
to a beach that had sand. which we didn’t
have in england. that quickly wore off
because i don’t like the beach anymore. i
remember when we first went to elwood
primary to look at it that i didn’t
understand why it was a school because
it had slides and climbing equipment and
proper playgrounds which aren’t common
in schools in england due to funding and
health and safety concerns. when i first

after school and on the weekends. i don’t
live in elwood anymore but i go to school
here and my friends live around here so
it’s important to me because of the
memories and the people it holds.
Cassie (ESC)

I’ve always been told to take so many
precautions when walking in St Kilda.
‘Don’t go to the library bathrooms’, ‘if you
see someone yelling and looking dodgy,
smile and keep walking’. But you get to
know the familiar faces and I always get
so happy bumping into neighbours or
friends on the street. In quarantine one
dude baked bread and gave it to all his
neighbours in the street every week.
But now I’m living in a tiny apartment in
the city. It’s less friendly but at least I can
wave to Theo and laugh at our failed
attempts at morse code during the night.

over the rises and dips of the area, and
how fast we could go down one part of a
hill near our house. I’m also thankful for
the train station a little walk away,
because when I was a bit older I could
use it to see my friends a bit more again.
Asha (ESC)

…world
9/11
Moving for the first time; only a suitcase.
Hard rubbish on the nature strip.
A smashed computer.
9/11 on the tv, so abstracted from reality.
Emma (Roomers)
There’s a market that happens at Elwood
Primary School on the first Saturday of
every month; there’s lots of stalls, food,
clothes, jewellery, toy stalls. There’s a big
sense of community with it as there’s so
many people needed to make it happen.
My mum helps with the kitchen and my
dad sometimes helps with putting up the
signs for the stall-owners early in the
morning. The sense of community is
similar to a rural town like where my
grandparents used to live. There’s an
annual Easter tennis tournament that
happens in a town called Tooleybuc. I
played in it this year and lost every game
but it was so much fun. Tooleybuc is very
rural and was a bit close to the fires that
happened in 2020. That made my family a
bit worried as the locals are so far from
help and enough water; it would be hard
to fight it.
Holly (ESC)

Lily (ESC)
I attended a bunch of primary schools
and lived in different houses until a few
years ago, when I came to Elwood. It
was just me and my mum until she met
my dad, and then they had my younger
brother eight years ago.
I moved to Brighton East in 2016, and at
first I didn’t really like it. There were a lot
of older people, and not a lot to do. The
distance from my friends was also
difficult because it meant I couldn’t see
them as often as I wanted. But as my
brother grew up and I started taking him
to the park and the shops nearby, I
started to enjoy living there more. My
favourite memory is one day last year
when we were on our scooters going

There are lots of dogs in Elwood.
I love Holly’s dogs, who live in Elwood.
I have a lot of allergies so I have been in
hospitals and ambulances a lot and I
want to be a paramedic when I’m older.
Renee (ESC)
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Features
12 down & through the gate, stretch,
& on to Dative Construction Avenue.
Uphill & right to Quirky Subject Boulevard.
Down, right & left, cross the tram tracks
& bike path to Classifier Parade. Classifier
Parade to the roundabout, sculpture, &
fountain at Countability. Left & right, Count
Noun, tram tracks & bike path, cobbles, left,
sculpture, right & left, stop. Deco estate right
& left, left on to Mass Noun, pause, cross,
right, Collective Noun, left, right, & stop. Wait.
Forward. Wait. Right, left, Definiteness Alley, sit.
Paul Harper

November/December 2016, Paul Harper
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Stranger at the
train stop
Juliana Banken

She hasn’t got used to the Melbourne weather yet, it was
cloudy, a cold freezing morning, as she exits from the family
court building.
She feels homesick, San Sebastian, the warm lovely sea breeze
and the fresh Churros dipped in chocolate, comforts that always
cheer her up.
Trembling, she reluctantly forces herself to walk slowly toward
Flagstaff Station.
She was supposed to be happy that day; her long complicated
legal battles were finally over.
On paper everything is in order.
But her mind is blank, she feels lost and heartbroken. She never
thought this would happen to her. She never saw it coming,
especially because it was coming from someone she loved.
Flagstaff Station is always busy; she nearly gets knocked over
at the elevator. People are buzzing in and out. She feels dizzy,
as she sits down in the quiet corner at the train stop. She tries
so hard not to cry. She misses her train but she couldn’t care
less.
“Be strong, be strong, get a grip of yourself!”, she keeps telling
herself again and again.
Unstoppable tears flood her eyes; before she knows it, she is
sobbing.

A strange woman approached her. “Are you okay love?”
“Do you need any help? You were not thinking of jumping there,
right?”
She points at the train line. “it would be a painful messy death.
You are too young and too pretty for that! You look very smart
as well, I am sure you will figure it out!”
“Oh ... I’m Ivy by the way.”
“Liz”, she says, reluctantly, still sobbing.
“I could be wrong, but it seems like you are not from
Melbourne, correct?”
“If you need help, go to the nearest Centrelink; it’s okay to ask
for help, they will help you!”
“Please do me a favour, call Beyond Blue or LifeLine tonight.
You are not alone! There is always someone to talk to 24/7.
Then call Foodbank, so you can get help with food as well”.
“Sorry but I have to go, I’m picking up my son from kindy,
bye ... good luck with everything!”
Off the woman goes to the train and waves at her as it departs.
Liz sits frozen; she didn’t even manage to say “thank you”.
She later reflects, Ivy saved my life that day!
She feels blessed. Forever grateful.
July/August 2016, Paul Harper
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My Solent Suburb
Roderick Waller

Night tends Moon, his brother; keeps track comet tailings; ledgers fallen stars.
Dawn lays in deep sleep, in velvet. Sky retires, day’s law covered. Night cuts wicks
for cousins; lays out Moon’s wardrobe, according to the lunar calendar; tunic cut,
coloured orange-silver; Moon shuffled, surged the tides; paths lit strangers’ lodgings,
glowed romance, gleamed tired dairymen; shadowed thieves, passed doorwayed
homeless, hedges, tramps slept. Barn owl hooted; Night, weary the shift, undressed.
Sky kissed her husband good sleep, called daughter Dawn, risen, attired in pinkgreen-azure skirt; light; shape formed hand in glove with mother. Sky’s billowing
frock brushed night-soot valleys, swept market squares, mopped Solent suburb,
promenade and jetty, scrubbed white clouds; skylarks winged, drank dew from her
skin. Blue Sky tossed her lazy son, scrubbed pink his cheeks, lit his tulip eyes, Sunny
Sun smiled on the outer edge of suburbia; cast a shadow, blinked as Auntie Day,
fresh from sleep, revealed herself to Solent Town in her summer dress.
Sky was aware of her sister’s fickleness; sensed trouble-brewed. Soon enough
frowns fell on the Solent suburb, heads raised, ran for cover, gripped black umbrellas;
Pluto’s cousin breathed showers; planets coughed, warned of storms; gales
hammered window-panes; rattled door-latches; twirled winter chill; scudding clouds
tempered the suburb, sent promenaders scurrying; boutiques dressed mannequins
in woollens; ploughmen hurried to complete the fallow. Husbands and sons hauled
buckets of coal; fathers explained taper and match. Sky accepted her fate, her skirts
drab and grey; her sister Day’s exertion, bravely faced. Sunny bounced, day-dreamed
to his mother’s consternation. Night braced for frost, Moon mournfully gazed; distant
clamour resounded far away of imminent storms; men reinforced rigging, mastheads
tied against gales. Dairymen brought herds to warming byres; straw and hay for their
princesses, raincoat and fleece for children splashing in gutters. Commuters, grizzly,
shivered, hurried home to fire-grates; to the pub working men filled, a rum-chaser;
good cheer to sweeten the hearts of spouses; home to hot broth and mugs of tea.

Sky, sister Day, daughters Dusk and Dawn, and her son, Sunny Sun, dream the long
Winter. Summer warnings too, if Day’s eyes, stung, gazing too long, shed a tear,
flashed fire across her mother’s face: streaked lightning struck the promenade;
pearly tears roused the sea; sting subsided, eyes refreshed, Day bloomed apple
cheek and rosy lips. Sky and Day sent sunshine to the day’s remainder, the populace
promenaded, a child built sandcastles; farmers’ fields mowed, baled the summer
grass to hay. From the white railings of the jetty, men rowed deep, slung line and
net, eyes crinkled east. Sky clipped Sunny Sun’s round face; sent a ray of sunshine,
warmed the duvet of grandfather; Sunny relayed blood beams; grandfather’s toes
warmed; he bathed his grandson in perspiration, light reflected Day’s colours.
Pink salmon, silver kippers, brassy cod swarmed; smoke puffed from chimneys,
housewives shook children, husbands alighted trams. Sunny’s tulip eyes captured
furrows, haybarns, grazing fields, dew melted windowpanes. nannies prammed
bawling brats, shrill fisher-wives filleted, men pushed barrows. Sky’s daughter,
Dusk draped; families sat for tea.
Boatsheds locked, roads reduced to children’s laugh, the sleepy suburb spell of
Dusk’s whispering gown; lamps lit suburban streets, twinkled mansions on hillsides.
Dusk’s hem descended on nurseries. Songs in the bar died, working man’s last
rum, publicans turned down the lights. Downtown wrestled nightclubbing, frenzied
honking, hawking, whoring, crammed restaurants, bars; Solent Suburb slept. Ethereal
creatures sat on starry spires, privy to the clockwork of galaxies. intimate knowledge
of the Milky Way; galaxies far away in the deepest forests. Earthbound creatures
remained blissfully ignorant.
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We Live Here: Sea, Sky, Suburb
We Live Here

Sea

we live here

Shua’s sport shoes’ thick rubber soles
carried me as I hesitantly leaped over and
around the slippery rocks that were
scattered on the shores of Black Rock
beach. The moss-covered jugged-edged
rocks constrained my accelerated
energised walking pace, but the vibrant
synchronised hues aided a navigation
sense: The dominant reddish bronze on
the left, shades of grey towards jet-black
through-out,and all-encompassing foam
white of the sea waves.

but its not ours
it was stolen
we have to acknowledge this
pen,pal

we live here
but fuck its noisy
we live here
but please be quiet
i have to pray again
for there to be silence
AND SO BE IT
pen,pal

Sea
i didnt get to see the sea tonite,
i went this morning.
i love the sea
i dont care if its cold
i still walk in it
its a great analgesic
i go in, up to my thighs
i push my coat up high
my trackie daks are around my neck,
scarflike.
In my bathers,
i walk from one end and back, slowly
many dogs say hi and want to play
thats a treat
i love them too
im recuperating
after a bad fall
the sea is helping a lot
and also with this lockdown
what a blessing to live so close to the sea
pen,pal

dark clouds
blue sky peaking through
white clouds billowy
rain rain rain
birds flying, birds visiting
sun
just peaking over roof
moving from one side of the flat
to the other
to look at as much sky as possible
sun in my eyes
pen,pal

A decree was heard carried by the wind.
I inhaled at once the sea-air perfume,
took a quick surveying glance of the
regurgitating waters, and not deterred by
the sharp chill at my feet, started to peel
off articles of clothing, to pile them on
top of a large primordial-shaped rock.
Another three small steps, and I got
swallowed by the element—- a sense of
——Deliverance——
Like a lone eel succumbs to ocean’s
mastery.

people peep
heavy feather
im eye to eye with god
in this overarching hemisphere
sometimes the atmosphere is misty
and the moon shines through the cotton
wool clouds
we all sleep under the same sky
the sky holds us all together
pen,pal

Timna Kenny

Sky
I TOOK A YELLOW TAXI; MOON SCUDDED
DUSKING STARS.
I BLUE-PEEPED CLOUDED HOUSES,
TRAVELLED EYE TO EYE WITH ...
MONSTERS SOFTLY LANDING
ON FEATHERED RUMPLED CLOUDS.
WE KEPT A DIPLOMATIC DISTANCE.
REFLECTIVE MOODS! METHINKS MERE
FRAGMENTS OF THE MIND --Roderick Waller

o the sky
my great love
everyday
i am so excited excited excited
to see u
i lovulovulovu
u help to keep me goin
i love pulling back the curtains
to see,what u’ll be like today
u never fail
u never disappointed
i love watching all of your changes
pen,pal

#70
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $15 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a biannual magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops
as well as creating and contributing to public performances and
presentations. Friends of Roomers receive:
2 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $15 per year
Individual (cashed up): $25 per year
Organisations and those folk who can
stretch a bit further: $35 per year
ESNLC
Bendigo Bank
BSB 633-000
Account No
147810758

WE WANT NEW ROOMERS MEMBERS!
And remember, for all of you who live here, we want your stories and
poems and songs and articles and musings and photos and artwork.
And we want them now.
When you send your work in, please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can be
anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Simone Jamieson on 9531 1954 or
write to PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send
Maryanne Lynch an email: roomers@esnlc.com.au

